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The Enigma system used by Germany’s naval forces (the Kriegsmarine), during World War II, was more
complicated than the system used by Germany’s air force (the Luﬀtwaﬀe). One of the things which made the
naval code more complicated was the use of a plugboard (Steckerbrett), at the front of the machine (below its
keyboards). In this image, we see two pairs of swapped plugboard letters (S↔O and A↔J). Photo by Bob Lord;
license CC BY-SA 3.0.
Every Morse Code message could be intercepted, during World War II, but not every Morse Code message could
be understood. That was particularly true of Morse-Code messages transmitted by Germany’s navy.
German code transmitters sent messages which only the Enigma operator would know. The operator was told
to think about three opening letters; then type up three more for the content of the message. On the surface,
this might seem foolproof given the formidable odds against breaking Enigma-sent messages.
But ... a built-in weakness, of this approach to message-sending, was allowing the operator to select the three
random letters. Human beings are not random. Code breakers can anticipate. Sometimes an operator used a
girlfriend’s name as his random letters. Sometimes operators used actor names - like Tom Nix.
By believing that Enigma was completely unbreakable, the Germans duped themselves into thinking that no
one could ever ﬁgure it out. But Station X code breakers were able to second- guess names of people. If they
were able to second-guess any part of a transmitted dispatch, they were closer to deciphering the whole
message.
Sometimes, according to Station-X code breaker Mavis Batey, Enigma operators used “dirty words” as part of
their outgoing codes. She later recalled that she’d read so many “dirty-word encoded messages” that she (in
her own mind) became an expert in such words.
Still ... without more to help them than second-guessing the work of a German Enigma operator, code breakers
at Bletchley Park endured frustrating hours and weeks of unproductive work.
Despite the odds again them, Station X was making steady progress. To use an oft-repeated adage, Alan Turing
was “the right man, in the right place, at the right time.”
He was, by all accounts, a genius who was without peers. According to a Station X code breaker, Professor
Peter Hilton, Turing came up with ideas which other highly intelligent people had never considered.
To the people working with him, Turing was in a class totally by himself. The originality of his thinking was,
according to Hilton, “marvelous.”
At the age of 23, Turing was a Cambridge professor. According to those who knew him, he had the most

brilliant mind of his generation. Working at BP suited him well. His work on intelligence machines was years
ahead of his time.
Andrew Hodges, Turing’s biographer, describes this eccentric genius:
He had funny manners. He didn’t like wearing a tie. He always looked untidy. But he quite liked
being out in the country where he could cycle around. He’d cycle with a gas mask on, during hayfever period. He didn’t care what he looked like. He just thought that the job is what mattered.
According to one of his female colleagues, Sarah Baring, Turing didn’t really know much about young women.
She once oﬀered him a cup of tea, and:
...he shrank back as if he was going to be shot. And he used to, bless his heart, walk down to the
canteen in a curious sideways motion, with his head down. But he was such a star. We all thought
he was the best wonderful thing.
Turing set himself the challenge of breaking the Naval Enigma. In an attic room at the old Bletchley Park
mansion, initially working alone, he began to unravel its secrets. All he had to go on were the scrambled letters
of U-boat messages.
Incredibly, as he studied them, he was able to discover how the Germans were hiding the key message setting.
Unlike the Luftwaﬀe, the German Navy left nothing to chance. The naval message operator had to get his
settings from a code book, not select three letters at random.
With practically nothing to go on, Turing discovered how the Navy operators selected their keys from a list for
each day. He rightly guessed that to hide the key, these letters were encoded using secret tables. Instead of
substituting one letter for another, the tables used pairs of letters. He referred to those pairs of letters as
“bigrams.” The Germans called them Doppelbuchstabentauschtafel ("double-letter conversion table").

Turing was making great progress, toward cracking the German Navy’s Enigma code, but he needed to get the
bigram tables which U-boat crews used before he could actually decipher the messages. He needed to see the
paired tables.

He had a stroke of good fortune when U-110 got into trouble.
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Questions 2 Ponder
When Is a Number Computable?
When he was a university student, Alan Turing wrote a paper foreseeing computers when no one used
computers. What did Turing mean when he said that "a number is computable if its decimal can be written
down by a machine?"

How Do We Identify Genius?
As a student, Alan Turing envisioned something which did not seem possible to others and was undeterred
when others did not understand his vision.
Turing, in other words, dared to be diﬀerent. He dared to think diﬀerently.
Then ... despite whatever anyone else thought ... Turing followed-through. Acting on his own intuition, he
changed not just the progress of WWII but also the future of computing. He accomplished what did not seem
possible—at all—to others.
Can you think of anyone alive today who has accomplished—or is capable of accomplishing—a similar feat?
What do Turing and that individual have in common?
Have you ever been in a situation where you saw things diﬀerently? Were you able to speak your mind? If so,
how did your friends react?
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